Enc. No. 4 - Sally Dannenberg
For Emma and Sally Dannenberg
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In a video about the history of Nuremberg, deportation lists were shown
on the subject of the persecution of the Jews. By chance, we saw our
address there, and alongside “Sally Dannenberg, 27.11.1941” Suddenly it
was no longer mere history. The depressing feeling of living in a house in
which someone was “taken”, every day going through a hallway, through
which they had brought him out – no matter how – brought us to the point
of writing this song.
Sally Dannenberg, born in 1878, was a fodder wholesaler and in 1941 he
was forced with his wife, Emma, to live in one of the so-called “Jewish
houses” (houses where Jewish citizens were collected together before
deportation) at 20a Bucher Street in Nuremberg.
On 27.11. the couple were taken away and together with other Jews from
the whole of Franconia were brought to a motley collection on the Reich
Party conference complex. After a final service on Friday 28.11., (their
last Shabbat ceremony) they had to go to the railway station on 29.11.
station from where the wagons went to the Riga-Jungfernhof transit
camp. There they arrived on 2.12., 1200 kilometers from Nuremberg.
Sally Dannenberg and his wife found their deaths in Riga, the date is not
known. 17 of the 512 deportees from Nuremberg on 29.11.1941 survived.
Come through the door
Climb up the stairs
The neighbors see, greet, look
That’s what it’s like day in, day out.
Walk the steps continuously,
Free from worry, with an everyday stride
Quickly buy rolls, fetch the post
Take the trash with you at the same time.
Sally Dannenberg – you once lived
Only two flights of stairs down – Sally Dannenberg.
Did you laugh? Did you worry?
Did you borrow flour? What did you do?

People are written on lists
First floor, the door
People fall through the staircase
Burning like paper.
Sometimes by the banisters
I suddenly stop:
Where did you fall,
Where did you cling to?
Sally Dannenberg in nineteen forty one
You were taken – Sally Dannenberg
Did you silently cry? Did you resist?
Did anyone hear you? Were you all alone?

